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Hello and welcome to the March edition of the Education Sector Podcast. My name is P1 and I am with

P2 to bring you the latest news on education from UNESCO. This edition is being released a little earlier

this month to coincide with the launch of the Education Sector’s newsletter. You can subscribe to receive

the newsletter by going to unesco.org/education

P1:

At the beginning of March, more than 400 experts, practitioners and policymakers from across the world

came to Ottawa, Canada to discuss pedagogical approaches and teaching practices that can support the

achievement of the  Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) during  the  UNESCO Week for Peace and

Sustainable Development: The Role of Education 

The  UNESCO Week brought together for the first time the communities working on two of UNESCO’s

flagship programmes on education, namely the  Global Action Programme Education for Sustainable

Development (ESD) and the  Third UNESCO Forum on  Global Citizenship Education.  Recognizing that

learning to live together and protecting our planet are basic conditions for securing a more peaceful and

sustainable future, participants were exposed to innovative pedagogical practices from around the globe

discussed how to enhance their practices, and acknowledged the central role of teachers to achieve

sustainable development.

During the week, UNESCO launched a new publication “Education for Sustainable Development Goals:
Learning Objectives”. It provides concrete examples and activities on how to teach about each of the 17
sustainable development goals. A new SDG-inspired videogame “World Rescue” was also presented. It’s
produced by UNESCO’s Institute of Education for Peace and sustainable development MGIEP. 

P2:

Mobile learning week took place at UNESCO HQ from 20 to 24 March and this year looked at mobile
solutions to address the challenges of displaced people.  Mobile Learning Week  is designed to present
diverse initiatives and facilitate discussion and collaboration between actors across different sectors of
society. Interactive Workshops, from a solar-powered digital audio player for teacher education in South
Sudan, to smartphone games for Syrian refugee children, demonstrated how mobile solutions are able to
meet the unique educational challenges of displaced people.

Interview with Mark West: What did UNESCO achieve with Mobile Learning Week 2017

P1:
The achievements and lessons learned of a project to advance ICT in teaching training in 8 countries in
Africa was shared at a meeting at UNESCO Headquarters at the end of March. In the first phase of the
project, over 100 training workshops were organized and the capacity of approximately 10,000 educators
were strengthened.  In addition, over 230 teacher training modules and policy documents were revised
or  developed,  and  have  been  adopted  by  institutions.  Over  2,400  pieces  of  equipment  has  been
purchased and installed, seven online teaching and learning platforms and three digital libraries were
established, linking over 30 teacher-training institutions. 
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http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco/themes/icts/m4ed/mobile-learning-week/
http://en.unesco.org/gced


The CFIT project was launched in 2012 with a budget of $8 million donated by the Chinese government
for  a  four-year  period  ending  in  2016.  It  took  place  in  Côte  d'Ivoire,  Ethiopia,  Namibia,  Liberia,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Congo, Tanzania and Uganda. The Chinese government is providing an
additional $4 million to extend the project for a second phase from 2017 to 2018. The project is one of
UNESCO’s initiatives to accelerate progress towards Goal 4 (Quality Education) and Goal 9 (Innovation) in
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
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The UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS) launched an eAtlas of Gender Inequality in Education to show
where girls  and women are making progress and where they are being left behind at every level  of
education. A series of interactive maps and charts bring to life an extraordinary range of data for about
200 countries produced by the UIS, which is the official data source for the global goal on education. You
Can Access the resource on the UIS website.
Coming up
P2:
The GEM Report will launch an online consultation at the beginning of April  for the 2018/19 Report
which will look at the topic of Migration. You can join in the conversation on the GEM Report Website.
P1: 
The Global Action Week for Education will take place on 23-29 April. This year’s theme is “Accountability
for SDG 4 and Citizen Participation” and it will highlight the importance of transparent, accountable and
participatory governance to deliver on Education 2030 commitments. 
P2:
UNESCO launched the call for nominations for the 2017 edition of the UNESCO-Japan Prize on Education
for  Sustainable  Development  looking  to  honour  and  showcase  outstanding  ESD  projects  and
programmes  worldwide.  Three  laureates  will  receive  50,000  USD  each.  All  nominations  must  be
submitted online by 2 May 2017 (midnight, Paris time)
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Thank you for listening, you can find all this information and more on unesco.org. Join us again next
month for more news from UNESCO’s Education Sector. 
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http://tellmaps.com/uis/gender/#!/tellmap/-1195952519

